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We all research, buy and use the latest Android devices, but sometimes the stories about the companies behind the products are just as interesting. Whether parts supplier, marketing company, manufacturer-real size or maybe a mobile operator, stories about the entire industry around Android can be found here. In this section: Resources for You FDA
Archive About FDA Accessibility Visitor Information Website Guidelines / Privacy No FEAR Act Back Up As Spirits Competitions Have Been During the Pandemic This Distillery Makes Custom Spirits for NYC Top Bars and Restaurants, Like high-end cocktail bars are pivoting during the Pandemic Craft Distillers Push for Direct What Bartenders are doing right
now to earn a living as it is to launch a new product during a pandemic, what it's like to be behind the stick, now this company is bothered by how spirits are distributed The Balance Small Business uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using The Balance Small Business, you accept the use of cookies. Industrialization is a historic
phase and experience. Industrialization is the general change in the circumstances associated with the movement of the population and resources of a society from agricultural production to production and related services. Kuznets CurveCapital DeepeningFree Market Economy Books on Industrialization: The Railway Journey: The Industrialization and
Perception of Time and SpaceThe Political Economy of American Industrialization, 1877-1900Health and Welfare Strate. Examples of industries monitored by global business standards include energy, transportation, insurance, and real estate. Depending on the classification method observed, industry groups can be further grouped into sectors and, in the
case of the Global Industry Classification Standard, assign a subcode for data and tracking purposes. Industry groups are often used by the global financial world, with much of the GicS industrial taxonomy developed by Standard &amp; Poor's and MCSI being followed. Observing trends in the industry can help investors determine their investment potential.
THE GICS divides the large public enterprises into 154 sub-industries, which then grow up to 68 industries, 24 industrial groups and 10 business units. The GICS classification system is similar to that followed by the Dow Jones Indexes, known as the Industry Classification Benchmark. The industry classification methodology groups companies and shares
by common business units, each with its own standard for defining specific industry groups. Most industry classification methods have between 150 and 200 industry groups within the system. A structured industry group can serve as an accurate measure of a country's economy, as measured by GDP. Company size: 501-1,000 employees time used: More
than 2 2 Review Source: Capterra ProsIt's easy to use and customize things, and if I don't know how to do something, there's a robust help website that I can go to for information. The platform is able to perform any feature we need and they always make improvements and add features so we can stay up to date. I love that we are able to offer some training
for free, and other courses at a price for users. TI makes it easy for us to do both, and detailed reporting helps us track information about all users who visit the site. I really love using this platform. ConsThe platform can be a bit expensive, but you get what you pay and in my book, that's worth the investment. Mark of Market Traders Institute Company Size:
51-200 Employees Industry: Financial Services Time Used: More than 2 years Review Source: Capterra Our customers are able to navigate through their portal effortlessly, thanks to the easy customization of the user interface. Personally, I enjoy the accessibility and implicitity of the administration. ProsI is attracted by the modern, sleek design of the
platform, as well as the ease of integration. ConsI does not enjoy the restrictions on logging on as other users for discovery/troubleshooting purposes. The home/manager portal buttons on the page are confusing and change depending on the location on the site, which is confusing for most of my internal users. Cost-effective response from Thought
IndustriesThank you for your review! Our team is currently fixing the consistency of buttons across the platform as part of our initiative to ensure a consistent experience across manager pages. When it comes to troubleshooting, your CSM will be in touch to get more information and see how we can best support you! We are pleased about the positive review!
We rely on your valuable feedback to continuously improve our platform. Christine von Kettering University Company Size: 501-1,000 Employees Industry: Education Management Time Used: Less than 12 months Review Source: Capterra TRUE COMMITTMENT TO HEL P AND SUPPORT THIS IMPLEMENTATION, IT IS LIKE 'TOO BAD, SO
SAD'ProsTHERE IS NOT ONE POSITIVE THING I CAN SAY ABOUT THIS SOFTWARE, WORKING WITH THE CHOOSING THIS WAS A MISTAKE ON OUR PART THAT WE ARE NOW STUCK. ConsTHIS LMS SHOULD NEVER BE USED TO TEACH COURSES. WE HAVE PROBLEMS WITH EVERYTHING, FROM THE CONFIGURATION,
INCOMPETENCE TO NOTDISKUSSION, HOW WE OUR MEDIA IN THE SOFTWARE, HOW TO DEVELOP HOW TO DEVELOP YOU TO KNOW HTML TO DO THIS... THE LIST GOES UP AND DOWN. WE HAVE THIS IS THE COMPLETELY FLEXIBLE COULD DO EVERYTHING WE WANTED, WE WOULD HAVE ACCESS TO EVERYTHING TO
CHANGE WE NEEDED, THAT THERE WOULD NOT BE ANYTHING WE COULD NOT DO. WIR BRAUCHEN ZU HIRE MULTIPLE PEOPLE UND HABEN ZU ARBEITEN AROUND SO MANY ISSUES TO GET THIS TO WORK EVEN SLIGHTLY CLOSE TO A NORMAL LMS. Lea von InJoy Productions, Inc. Unternehmensgröße: 11-50 Mitarbeiter Branche:
Krankenhaus &amp; &amp; Used care time: More than 2 years review Source: Capterra We use the platform to deliver eClasses as well as a digital version of our printed products. The two business models use different access methods and TI is always ready to work with us to find solutions and/or expand our needs. They are very responsive to support
requests and always strive to help us solve our business problems. You are a great partner and great to work with! ProsI appreciates TI's willingness to work with us to meet our needs to meet our two very different business models. I also like that the platform has a lot of very robust functionality, but still very easy to use. ConsThe coverage leaves something
to be desired. Although a lot of data is available, the dashboards are not intuitive, and using a date range does not change some data. Like the number of users is always the same, regardless of what the data range is. There is also a lot of usable data that has not appeared in any of the available reports. Reporting can usually be a manual and tedious
process. In addition, there must be more accurate accuracy with role permissions or turn functionality on and off for specific roles. I hope they invest development in a better content management system. My only other grip is that you can't delete learners (disable only). One of the main reasons we choose TI is that the learning experience (front-end) was
responsive, while most of the systems we looked at were SCORM-controlled and set in size. Response from Thought IndustriesThank you for your review! We look forward to your positive feedback. We are improving our reporting capabilities and looking forward to hearing your feelings about these changes. Company Size: 11-50 Employees Industry:
Professional Training &amp; Coaching Time Used: Less than 12 Months Review Source: Capterra From day one, I was incredibly impressed with TI, its platform and customer support. There was a bit of a learning curve to navigate through the admin page and understand all the features, but how else would you bury yourself in the trenches of such a robust
eLearning hosted experience. And their voice of the customer process for submitting real-time feedback and product improvements is awesome! Your customer support is second to none and always ready to dive in and find solutions to my bugs or admin requests. The ProsThe TI platform has a variety of page types and lesson features that keep us
entertaining and developing our learners as we tackle the tough concepts of accounting and finance. Reporting functionality improves what I like. First, I generated custom reports as requested by clients, and it seemed that the most basic information about the learner's progress was overlooked. Customers wanted to know the student's percentage degree
within each course, rather than the basic report fields Started and Completed, which were so black. Were. Know. I think the development team is working to make this reporting more mainstream, and that encourages me. I'm not sure which alternative product we were considering, but we were impressed by this platform from 2 angles: 1 was the variety of
ways a learner could interact with the content. Drag-n-drop, flashcards, quiz, buzzed style surveys, audio file overlay, slideshow presentation, embedded video, click-to-reveal, etc. 2 was the way this platform seemed to check all the boxes of us doing this online learning for a customer of ours. If our customers need them hosted on their LMS, ti offers this
solution. If our customer needs a single sign-on solution, TI offers this. If our customer wants an externally hosted solution, but with registration codes, TI has that. Oh, you want a brand experience tailored to the customer, TI does. Response from Thought IndustriesThank you for the positive review! It's great to hear that things are going well with both the
platform and our team. We are pleased that you are giving this feedback. Feedback.
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